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Park Photos

Soccer Success

Art Museum exhibits Park City,
a co!lection of photographs by
Lew1s Baltz tracing the development of a ski-resort in Utah.
See page 9.

Mario Picazo led the University
of New Mexico soccer team to
its first victory of the season in
a 6-2 win over Regis College.
See puge 1.0.
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Change t_o Fractionated Grades May Be Costly
By Ben Neary
The University of New Mexico's
change to fractionated grading may
cost between $100,000 and
$200,000, according to UNM's
dean of Admissions and Records,
"That's just a pulled-out-of-theair figure,'' Dean Robert M. Weaver said. "There's some areas of fractionated grading that still have to be
defined that are going to affect the
final cost. "
Grade point averages are calculated at the Computer Center and the
change will require the center torewrite its computer programs. "The
Computer Center did a costevaluation from their standpoint,
which is really just program and
analyst time and test-run time,"
Weaver said. ''Then on the other
hand, the change will have an impact on a number of forms (transcript forms) and they are very highcost items.''
The computer work alone will be
expensive. "Converting gradereporting programs to work with

two, rather than one, significant
digits will require $80,()()() and a
man•year of work by Information
Systems personnel,'' said Richard J.
Harris, psychology professor and
cbairman of the Faculty Senate
Computer Use Committee.
"My first reaction was 'Good
grief; how .could it cost that much
and take that long?"' Harris said.
''To any of the computer hackers on
campus who may bave a micro and
may have done any Basic programming, this kind of change would
seem utterly trivial.
''But . . . there are security problems involved," Harris said. "I'm
used to systems where you don't
care if someone's looking over your
shoulder. But with these systems,
you sure don't want anyone getting
into programs that are used to generate grade reports."
Tho Faculty Senate approVed the
general idea of undergraduate fractionated grading-assigning pluses
and minuses to final grades-at their
May 7 meeting.
Opponents of the change, lead by

astronomy Professor Michael
Zeilik, petitioned for a special session of the Faculty Senate to over·
tum the action. Tile meet ins was
scheduled for Tuesday, Sept. 3, but
never convened because not enough
faculty members showed up to make
quorum.
The proposal is history now.
''The horse is out of the bam,"
Weaver said. "The action has been
taken. We tried to exercise through
the appropriate government channels to get it reconsidered. But the
decision has been' made. The question now in regards to fractionated

grading is how and when.''
Weaver emphasized only logistical problems stand between UNM
and fractionated grading. "There's
been somewhat of a rumor going
around that the president or the regents would not allow the plan to be
implemented," he· said.
"That's rather ludicrous,"
Weaver continued. "Senate action
has been taken and we already exercised the one option we had for re·
consideration. I don't think that the
president or the regents would be
disposed to tum over the decision or
that they would have the authority to

draw city residents' attention to the
plight of South Africa's non-white
citizens.
Albuquerque police estimated the
number of demonstrators at 300.
Many individuals and groups affili-

continued on page 3

Consultant Hired to Review Needs,
Status of UNM's Child Care Co-op
By Julielte Torrez

Co-op after receiving several recommendations from a committee estabThe vice-president for student lished this summer to evaluate the
affairs hired a consultant to the Uni- co-op.
versity of New Mexico Child Care
Wilma McBride was hired last

Three Hundred March Against Apartheid Policies
By David Gomez

do so. This was an academic action
within the purview of the Faculty
Senate."
Many schools around the country
have fractionated grading. Rene
Smith, recorder at University Extension of the University of California,
Berkeley, said fractionated grading
gives Berkeley instructors "a more
flexible means of grading and it
makes it easier for instructors to
structure their assignments.''
Smith said fractionated grading
doesn't seem to artificially change

calling the march a "pain in the ass"
to cheers and raised fists of support.
A coalition of several civil-rights
Banners flapped in the wind as
and minority groups marched Saturfour men, three black and one white,
day down Central Avenue and South
carried a symbolic black casket
Broadway in a move designed to
while the crowd chanted "Free
South Africa ~ South Africa will
be free" to the beat of two drummers.
Explaining the casket, Shiame
Okunor, director of Afro-American
Studies at UNM and a nativeofdha·
na, said, "It's apartheid. We're killing it. We're burning it today."
The crowd assembled in the UNM
"C" parking lot across from the
Frontier Resturaunt. Friends chatted
and marchers prepared their signs
and banners as T-shirt and button
vendors from the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People roamed the crowd.
Traffic was limited to the use of
one lane as' the marchers headed
west on Central Avenue under
police escort. Some motorists hon•
ked tbeir horns and drove by with
raised fists, eliciting cheers from the
···, . .
demonstrators.
~
''" ..·.·s·.·.··.-···
"'·.·
. . . . . . . •· . .·.·.T··.·.-. ·.··· . ··.··.·.
Other drivers saw the protest dif·
ferently. Mike Villa-Lobos, waiting
for the light at the comer of Central
and Cedar; said the march was "a
pain in the ass.''
Temperatures were in the mid-80s
for Saturday's march. Carrying tall
cups of ice water for thirsty walkers,
Haskell Austin said he was marching because apartheid goes
against all his principles of living.
"The .situation is completely
different ftom what black Amer•
icans Went through in their fight for
Joe Mitchell
equal rights/' Austin said. ''We're
A march against apartheid in South Africa was held Saturday morning. The march, which talking about just rights here, basic
originated in the parking lot at Central and Yale !V·E., proceeded down Central and onto human rights."
continued on page 5
Broadway, ending at the John Marshall Commumty Center at 1500 Walter S.E.
ated with the University of New
Mexico marched in opposition to the
South African government's racial
policy of apartheid.
Reactions of drivers and onlookers lining the route ranged from

-
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week as a co-op consultant for the
fall semester, said George O'Neil,
Child Care Co-op director.
The committee recommended
"not to .make drastic changes" and
suggested that the University .hire a
consultant for the co-op who would
report to Mari-Luci Jaramillo, vice·
president for student affairs, on the
needs and the status of the co-op.
Jaramillo organized the commit·
tee to evaluate "common aspects"
ofthe co-op and submit final recom•
mendations.for "quality, affordable
child care on campus" toher.
"It's a time when change is
necessary and we have to deal with
what changes to make,'' said
O'Neil.
Under the current funding formula, the co-op operates mainly with
funds from the undergraduate and
graduate student government
budgets. The building, at 1210 Uni·
versityBivd. N.E., is donated to the
co-op by the University.
O'Neil said the co-op directly
affects 40 graduate students, 60
undergraduates and approximately
lO faculty and staffmembers.
John Hooker, Graduate Student
Association president, said the coop affects many more people
through classes and work/study
jobs. "Many usc the center indirectly," he said.
One of the problems with the
funding formula, said O'Neil, was
that the co-op budget was not always
consistent. "ASUNM and GSA
would fund us as much as they could
afford, 11 said O'Neil. "Next fiscal
year, after we get the recommenda·
tions (ftorn Jaramillo), we will have
a sound University budget. This is
the year to see how the money is
being spent."
Marty Esquivel, president o.f the
Associated Students of UNM, said
the University •'was going to have .to
accept more fiscal responsibility"
for the co•op. Esquivel proposed an
incremental withdrawal of
ASUNM/CJSA funds while the UniVersity would take over the co-op
budget.
continued on page 3
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*SALARY
*BONUSES
*BENEFITS
A Navy Officers Program representa·
live will be on campus the 1.8 and 19
September with lnform.atlon ;!nd
answers on the many exciting and re·
warding professional career opportunities available as a Naval Officer.
Stop by placement or call 1·800·3549627 for Immediate Information,

universitv Researchers Face Questions of Censorship
When Accepting Funds for Strategic Defense Initiative
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)Some campuses may pull out of one
of the largest university research
bonanzas in American history if the
Reagan administration's recent hints
that it will stop professors from publishing their research results prove
true, an officil!l of a national administrators' group wams.
In Octoller, the government will
begin pumping another $600 million
into university research labs that
help it research new Star Wars
weaponry,
The controversial project - formally called the Strategic Defense
Initiative - would put lasers and

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
Speed Up Your Z·151 to 8 MHz
Installed SSO.OO Warranted

data
systems
AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER
Call 294-8095 and let us tell you what more
we can offer you for your ZENITH

CompuTouch, Inc.
11814 APACHE, NE.
ALBUQUERQUE, NM. 87112 •(SOSI 294-8095

other lligh-tech weapons into space
to shoot down Soviet missiles in the
event of an attack.
Petitions in which university researchers promise not to solicit or
accept Star Wars research funds arc
being circulated at more than three
dozen campuses this month.
The petitions protest the SDI on
political grounds, and because the
research contracts may restrict the
publication of research funded by
Star Wars grants.
Scientists seem most worried about the publication issue.
"The worst case scenario would
be that dozens of universities would
be forced to pass on Star Wars funding beca11se the restrictions would
violate their policies against conducting classified or secret research," said Jack Crowley, who
monitors federal research funding
for the American Association of
Universities.
Initially, SDI officials insisted all
university funding would be for fundamental research. Professors and
graduate students thus would be free
to publish the results of their work.
Then in August, SOl University
Research Director Jim Jonson issued
a memorandum reaffirming that
position, yet adding research on
operational capabilities and performance characteristics that is ''unique and critical" to defense prog·
rams would be classified.

University officials say they are
confused.
"It's not an entirely clear signal," Crowley said. "We maY; ha~~
to play this out project-by-proJeCt.
You can't say it's ho.rrible only
because you're too confused to
know for sure what they're planning
to do " said Massachusetts Institute
of T;chnology Research Vice President Kenneth Smith.
Other SDI officials have said researchers couldn't talk about SDI research on the phone or in person
unless a government official was
present.
Schools also are worried about recent statements by SDI Director Lt.
Gen. James Abrahamson, who said
in July that all SDI research will be
subject to "sensitivity checks."
If SDI decides certain research is
"just really amazingly import.a~t"
and that it was "absolutely cnt1cal
the Russians don't get it," it would
be classified, Abrahamson told The
Institute, the newsletter of the fnsti·
tutc of Electrical and Electronics Enginecrs.
In other words, SDI could decide
to classify all tbe research even after
it promised to treat it as non-secret.
The restrictions "would give rise
to even more tension between uni•
versities over whether to conduct
SDI research, and even more tension
within any campus over whether individual professors should be doing

•-------r------------------':1
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SDI research," Smith predicts.
Star Wars already has triggered
the most vociferous debate over
federal funding of university research since the Vietnam War.
At the time, most large research
universities prohibited their faculty
from conducting classified research,
Smith said.
Secret research is best left to industry, university officials coneluded, because academic freedom
requires the results of scientific research be available to all.
The petitions now protesting
administration efforts to force
schools to violate the anit-secret research policies began at the University of Illinois.
"It's absolutely unprecedented
for researchers to agree not to accept
research funds like this," said lllinois Assistant Physiology Professor
Eric Jakobsson, one of those who
started the petition drive.
Earlier this year, the Federal
National Science Foundation prohi· bited four universities with NSFfunded supercomputer centers frmm
allowing Russian and Eastern European scientists o use the computers.
After Cornell and Illinois officials
refused to accept the restrictions, the
NSF withdrew the ban in July, pcnding a study of the issue.
''The whole thrust of this admi·
nistration is to increase the level of
restrictions on all sorts of research,''
Jakobsscn charges.
The biggest concern .is Star Wars,
Jakobsson said, because it's so big.
It's worth $600 million for universities in the coming fiscal year alone.
"To the extent universities are for
sale, the Pentagon can buy them
cheap," he said.
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OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS-A-WEEK
VISIT OUR COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS:

UNM's Technical Centers
Reviewed by Legislators
By ,Juliette Torrez
New Mexico's centers of technical excellence are "on track and moving ahead," said a member of the
Legislative Science and Technology
Oversight Committee during a meeting at the University of New
Mexico.
"I'm re.al pleased with the way
things are going,'' Majority Whip
Tom Rutherford, D-Bemalillo, said
Thursday. ''There was original concern that the University was not
moving fast enough, but we feel like
the centers are on track and moving
ahe<~d."

Rutherford said the committee
had been concerned enough about
possible "misuse" of state funds to
wam the centers' directors about the
issue. One example, said Rutherfo~d, was to pay for the salaries of
faculty in a department that inter·
faces with the center.
"It (the money) is for a program
to set a separate center," he said,
''not to hire faculty for departments
that interface (with the centers)."
Committee co-chairman Wendell
Cosner, R-Bernalillo, said that
although the practice occurs at other
universities, he saw "no evidence"
of misuse at UNM. "It has been
common for other universities,'' he
said, "but it won't happen here.-

''We have a real.contident feeling
that the money appropriated by this
state is being used for what it's supposed to," said Cosner. "By the
consensus of the committee we are
going to report they are very well
managed and see no re!lson not to
appropriate money to get them
started.''
Co-chairman Don Silva, RBemalillo, said the committee did
not want the universities to use the
money for unrelated costs, "This is
a specific high technological program," he said. "We don't want the
universities to use this pot of money
to, say, hire professors or equipment
that is not directly involved with the
center.
Cos.ner said the legislz.ture plans
to appropriate $28 million over a
period of five years to the various
centers located throughout the state.
The funds would act as "seed
money" to enable the centers to get
equipment and staff, Cosner said.
The staff would then obtain grants
from businesses in the private sector
to fund the center's projects.
"We cut off the umbilical cord
and they become self-sufficient,"
said Cosner, "Then they would continue to go out and bring in grants
and projects."
The two centers of technical ex·
cellence at UNM are the Center for

··rv

Kathy Gonzalez

Mountain Bell representatil!eS Keith Frensen (far left} and Sol Trujillo (far right) testify before
the LegislatiYe St:ience and Technology Oversight Committee Friday at the SUB. Committee
members (from right) Patricia Dominguez, Ruben Smith and Michael Olguin quizzed the men
about Mountain Bell's recommendations for a proposed communications network between
universities and technology centers in the state.
Non-Invasive Diagnosis and the
Nuclear magnetic resonance
Center for High Technology Mate- · allows doctors to' 'see'' the location
rials.
and degree of t1.1mors and abscesses
The Center for Non-Invasive Di- through tissue analysis and diagnose
agnosis is a medical research facility treatment accordingly.
specializing in nuclear magnetic reGeneral Electric Medical Systems
sonance imaging and spectroscopy was contracted for a research agreeused to detect diseases in early men! in October 1984 and works as_.
stages.
an industrial partner to the center.

Besides depending on state and local
funding, the center also relics on
funding for specific research projects, such as the proposal from the
Veteran's Administration for
''NMR Studies of Cardiac Metabolism'' which is being funded at
$135,000 for a three-year period.

continued on page 7

Grade Changecontinued from page 1
student's grade point averages. "If a
student is good, then he'll remain
good," she said. Berkeley uses the
following structure for their grades:
A·plus 4.0, A 4.0, A-minus 3. 7,
B-plus 3.3, etc., down to an F.
There is no F-minus.

Co-op-continued from page 1
"In the long run, it's going to be a
student, faculty and staff service,"
said Hooker. "I sec it as being a
project larger than either ASUNM or
GSA can handle."
The co-op operates with an enrollment of lOS children, although the
enrollment can be as high as 120
children "at any given time," said
O'Neil.
Esquivel said the co-op would
eventually "phase out" dependency
on work/study students to establish
more stability and continuity for the
children.
"It's the difference between
babysitting and child develop·
ment," said O'Neil. He sa!d when
the co-op was first located m Mesa
Vista Hall, it was popular with
work/study students because it was
on main campus. Because of the current location on University Blvd.,
O'Neil said it is harder to find work/
study students.
"It's a transition into a dreain,"
said O'Neil. "An affordable child
care co-op which demonstrates .to
the rest of the state what quality child
care really is."

Stanford University has a similar
system, but they assign a value of
4.3 to an A-plus. Earla Skeels,
administrative analyst at Stanford,
said, "Faculty are free to usc the
'plus or minus if they want to. I think
fractionated grading gives a finer
line of distinction in grading."
So far, UNM 's grade-change only
affects undergraduate students, but
that may change. A change in grad·
student grades would require the
approval of the Faculty Senate
Graduute Committee and then
approval of the entire Faculty
Senate.
"It was discussed last week and 1
think the committee will reach a decision by theend.ofOctober," committee-member and Graduate Student Association President John
Hooker said. "I would say in some
ways it's better because it's more
precise. So, I don't see it as detrimental."

COPIES

4¢

1985-86
Rechartering/Chartering
of Student Organizations
D•adUne:
Wednesday, S.pt•mber 18, 1985
5:00pm
All student organizations rechartering or chartering for the
1985-86 school year who wish to be listed in the "Campus
Guide to Chartered Student Organizations" must turn in their
forms to the Student Activities Center, Room 106, New Mexico Union Building (277-4706) by the deadline. Forms for
Rechartering and chartering are available at the Student
Activities Center•
. Coll277-4106 for more Information.
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-Letter~

Ignore Bigotry and Insults
Editor:
I fully share Mr. Cunningham's
views of a university; I practice
them and teach them. A universi"
ty is a place of .learning, where
new, and often controversial,
ideas are explored, debated, studied, and exchanged.
Exchange of ideas, the very
essence of the process of learn"
ing, must be accompanied by
mutual resp!3ct, fairness, open
mindedness, and decency, But

when a user of this public forum
(or any other public forum, for
that matter) spews venom,
hatred, and bigotry; when such a
user insults openly everyone,
and delights in declaring his in·
tentions to do so- then it is best
to turn our .attention away from
him. With lack of publicity, he
will soon fade away, like a bad
nightmare.
s, Karni
Electrical and Computer
Engineering

--CORRECTION-A letter appearing in Thursd<w's Daily Lobo inadvertently
omitted two of tire author's lines.
We regret the error and reprint
the letter here in its entirety.
In commenting on the recent
fractionalized grading controversy, everyone- concerned
students and faculty alike seems to be missing the point
and purpose of grading, education, life. Concerned students are
afraid that pluses and minuses
will destroy gradepoint averages. Distinguished faculty reply
that this, in fact, is not true. Fractionalized grading is a good,
sound, fair concept of evaluating
student performance, and
should be left intact for the good
of all. E;nough said on that issue.
What underlies the argument,
however, lind sorely needs to be
addressed, is the purpose of the
university, which ultimately is
founded on this grading principle.
The university's purpose is to
make money, selling profound
knowledge and scholarly skills,
and thereby perpetuating itself
by providing jobs for the community, and aesthetics for the
elite. Keeping this pragmatic,
correct, and true vision ofuniversityness in mind, I offer the fol·
lowing solution to the fractional·
ized grading controversy.
Grades for courses, plus and
minus included, should be
awarded on the basis of timely
and appropriate tuition payment. Preregistration with a cash
payment obviously deserves an
A-plus. Check payment, with re•
ferences, is an A. Preregistration
with a credit card deserves an
A·minus to help defer proces·
sing costs. Any sort of scho·
larship, athletic or oth!3rwise, is
either an A·minus or a B·plus,
depending on whether or not
that student attends class. Student loan tuition payment can
only receive a C, as it creates
paperwork and headaches for
clerks and administrators. Late
payment is aD which obliges the
student to repeat the course,
with money, for credit.
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N ew York Times Censors ublic's Right to Know

Py Colman McCarthy

Dallas is better off with or without Joe Bob is open to debate. No
argument exists, though, that the city was well-served by the editor's
decision to take his chances with a public dialogue.
Why was that procedure- common courtesy, it used to be called
in Texas and parts elsewhere- beyond the New York Times? It was
news when Schanberg was removed and now itis bigger news for the
silence on why he was removed. A run of stories has appeared, from
the Boston Globe and NewYork magazine to the Village Voice. All are
warehousefuls of speculation.
It is being said that Schanberg was overzealous in attacking the
real-estate industry of New York. Perhaps he was, .if you were a
landlord. Perhaps not, if you were a tenant. He called the Westway
development project in Manhattan a "mega-boondoggle" and criti·
cited the city's dailies for being "strangely asleep" in covering the
"scandal."
The words are stronger than the usual spouting:; from the blowholes of many columnists. That was one reason, at least to my
tastes and certainly to a large number of others, for following Schan·
berg. Whether he occasionally ground his canines too loudly or
whether he wouldn't let go of such a subject as New York City's
treatment of the homeless, he was getting to issues that others in the
craft did not. Op-ed pages are for dissent and diversity, Whether it's
fresh air or hot air being ventilated. Schanberg was well within
bounds.
Except for the· few who own their newspapers, no journalist is
assured permanence. Editors of the nation's 1,700 dailies regularly
add and drop columnists. Reasons range from who's marketable
because he just left the White House staff to who's intelligent because
he just left the pack to think for himself. As for readers, they can
discern the bores, the dispensers of argel"bargel and the class writers.
If a column appears to be tenured, it is an illusion. Schanberg
understood this. The only permanence he sought was in the loyalty of
readers who came to him for strong prose and stronger views. By
staying mum, tile Times has damaged its readers, who presumably
go to the paper for information on issues they care about. Instead of
trying to r!:lach the ideal the press likes to say it strives for - the
public's right to know - here is a paper hurting all the media by
saying: You only have a right to know what we want you to know.

WASHINGTON- Headwork and legwork marked the columns of
Sydney Schanberg. For the past four years in the New York Times,
Schanberg was a twice-weekly columnist who offered readers the
rare mix of from-the-gut commentary based on solid reporting. He
cared about issues of governmental power and the accountability of
the strong. Schanberg had focus and fire. Last month, the Times
announced the column was being dropped.
No explanation was offered. If the Times were just another media
conglomerate and Schanberg only on!:l more employee no longer
hacking it, the canning of the column would rate, well, the twoparagraph terseness it did receive in the Times. But the paper is a
journalistic leader and model, and Schanberg, on staff for 26 years
and well-honored throughout, was a force on the op-ed page. As is
said of blunt columnists and Hulk Hogan, you knew where he stood.
By offering no comment on the Schanberg squashing, the Times in
fact was commenting in another way: We demand openness from
others but not ourselves. ihe public is weary of double-standard
journalism. The press dogs other institutions when a celebrated head
is chopped, but on this occasion a leader in the field hides behind a
bland he's-being-reassigned statement worthy of General Motors
shifting a vice-president.
Schanberg had an ey.e for distinctions. The first one he would
make, had he been writing a column about this happening to a
colleague, is that the issue is larger than one paper and one writer.
Both the Times and Schanberg will continue to do well. The question,
which concerns all newspapers and all readers, is whether the treatment of Schanberg strengthens or weakens American journalism.
Some kind of forum was called for in which the Times- its executive editor, perhaps the publisher- could have leveled with readers
and explained why the executives didn't like Schanberg's column.
Make the case. Present some facts. Be as candid with the public as
newspapers demand candor from other powers and rant when it isn't
there.
This leads to messiness, but notto a loss of integrity. Last April, the
Dallas Times Herald cancelled a column of satire by a writer named
John Bloom, who used the alias" Joe aob Briggs." The paper's editor
told the public his reasons for discontinuing the controversial .colMcCarthy is a syndicated columnist with the Washington Post
umn. Following that, news stories on reader reaction to the cancel Ia·
tion appeared, as well as space provided on the letters page. Whether Writers Group.
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March--------continued from page 1

If instituted, this plan can only
meet with success. Faculty will
only have to consult the
Cashier's office to assign
appropriate grades. Students
will only have themselves to
blame for insufficient grades/
funds. Paperwork will be re·
duced, the dropout rate will be
lower, unemployment will go
down, and the sun will shine
upon us all.
Brock Horton
Graduate student, English
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Austin said he was unable to participate in the American civil rights
movement in the 1960s because he
was serving in the military, "If I
wasn :t, I would have been there,''
he sa1d.
Kelly Davis, acting president of
UNM's Black Student Union, said,
''A lot of black students are poHti"
cally aware, We are concerned ab·
out the issues.
"The walk can make its mark in
Alb~querque and New Mexico by
gettmg people to contact their legislators to make their say felt in
(Washington) D.C.," she said,
"Every litt.le bit helps."
Watching the march from the
Broadway-Lead intersection,
onlooker Kathy King said that too
few Americans were aware of the
current situation in South Africa.
"We can sit in our comfortable
chairs and ignore it when it comes on
the TV," she said, "We don't know
how it is when we see all the freedoms we have here.
"How would the people of Albuquerque like it if non-white people
couldn't shop at the shopping cen·
ters in the Northeast Heights?" King
asked.
Barber C.C. Nichols was giving a
customer a shave as the march passed by the Broadway barber shop
where he works. "I think it's a good
thing, protesting against the misuse
of people in South Africa,'' he said,
speaking over a lathered face.
A young man standing on the
steps of a barbeque resturaunt was
less restrained in his comment.
"They've got to stop killing our
bros," he said, "One of these days
they're going to set us off. We're
like the Incredible Hulk, man, you
don't want to see us mad."
The marchers cheered as they
reached the John Marshall Community Center on Walter Street
south of Stadium Boulevard. The
drumming and chants of "Free
South Africa" increased in tempo,
came to a head, and stopped as the

crowd.assembled on the center's
lawn fqr the post-march press con·
fcrence.
Several speakers from a number
of organizations read statements in
support of South Africa's black
majority as marchers fanned them"
selves and children slept in their
mother's anns.
·
A speaker from the NAACP
started by saying, "On this solemn
occasion we mourn our brothers and
sisters who have given their lives
under apartheid.
"What makes the price of freedom so high for some and nothing at
all for others?'' she asked the assembled marchers. "Let f~eedom ring!
Let freedom ring from the highest
mountain to the lowest valley!
''It is time to live by the old adage, 'Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you,' " she proclaimed in a ringing voice, bringing
cheers from the crowd,
Dan Gips of the New Mexico
Rainbow Coalition said that those
who support apartheid and sexism
"listen only to one thing - their
pocketbook, so we have to hit them
where it hurts - in their pocketbooks."
He asked teachers and govern"
ment employees to look into the investments made on their behalf
through various retirement and union funds to see if any financially
support !he South African government.
Tseke Morathi, a South African
student at the United World College
in Las Vegas, N.M., urged the with·
drawal of investments from South
Africa, saying people "never invested in Europe during the Second
World War and they shouldn't invest in South Africa now."
Morathi, who was forced at age
15 to leave his country because of his
anti-apartheid activities, cornmended his people for their resistance to the government. He said, "It
is better to die than to live as slaves
for all our lives.
"As long as our struggle is just,
all our means are just," he said.

By Cynthia Botteron
The newly renovated geology
museum is now open to the pub"
lie and "it's much more aestheti·
cally pleasing . . . and much
more colorful," said Professor
Camelis Klein, chairman of the
geology department.
The museum's grand unveiling took place Friday with a rib"
bon cutting ceremony headed by
UNM President Tom Farer.
The renovation cost more than
$25,000 with a large part of the
funding coming from the UNM
Foundation. The College of Arts
and Sciences and the geology department also contributed to the
project.
Fossils, gems, fluorescent
rocks and industrial minerals are
just a sample of what can be
found in the newly renovated
museum, located in Northrop
Hall.
The museum used to exhibit
samples on open shelves, with
small labels listing the geological
names. and where the samples
were found. They are now
housed in glass exhibit cases,
with colorful graphics explaining
not only What each sample is and.
where it was found but, in the
case of the industrial mineral and
gem exhibit, the history and uses
of the rocks.
Two original watercolors and
two drawings commissioned for
the museum grace several exhibits as well as a sculpture oft he

Spencer Lucas, curator of the Geology Museum explains an
exhibit to UNM President Tom Farer, Farer's daughter Paola
and son Dima in Northrup Hall Friday.
geological cross-section of North
America.
The University has had a
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----------Campus Briefs----------Guidelines and application forms
for the Younger Scholars Program
of the National Endowment for the
Hl!manitics ~1re now available for
photocopying in the Placement
Office. The program will award up
to J00 grants nationally to college
and high school students to conduct
their research and writing projects in
such fields as history, philosophy
and the study of Hteraturc.

****
Sue Bottomly, a junior at UNM,
is the first recipient of the Elizabeth
Benson Scholarship presented recently by the Registry oflnterpreters
for the Deaf at its national convention in San Diego. Bottomly was
selected from a group of students in
sign language programs from across
the country, The final selection was

based on grade-point averages, letAssistant History Professor
ters of recommcnd~tion and written Richard Berthold and Women Sturesponses to questions.
dies Director Tcy Diana Rebolledo
will give noontime talks this month
as part of the Last Lecture Series.
**
Berthold's talk on "Farewell to
The free Monday Lecture Series Truth" will be given Sept. 18 and
of UNM's School of Architecture Rebolledo' $ talk on "Meditations
and Planning today will feature Wil- on Two Texts of Some Importance:
ljam P. Bruder, Arizona architect. Sor Juana's Letters and The
He will speakat5:30 p.m. in UNM's Memoirs of Panch ita Villa" will be
Student Union Theatre on given Sept. 25. The talks begin at
"Architecture in Harmony with Na- noon in Room 250 C-E of the New
ture,"
Mexico Union Building,

for Central American Refugees,
New Mexico Conference of Churches.

*"'

****

****

The UNM Department of Modem
"Central America Update" will
and Classical Languages will be be the topic of a talk given by Jane
starting its fail session of the French Bergquist Tuesday at noon in Room
for Children program. For fLJrther 231 A-B of the New Mexico Union
information call 277-2636 or 255- Building. Bergquist is coordinator
9039.
for the Committee for Hospitality

Students agree:

When it comes to better grades,
Schaum's makes the difference

UNM Department of Medicine is
seeking volunteers for research
study on gout treatment. Interested
persons should contact Dr. Arthur
Bankhurst or Jeanette Welker at
277-4761.

Dr. Daniel B. Stephens of the Department of qeoscience ~t ~he New
*
Mexico Institute of Mmmg and
Technology will speak on ,''Natur~l
The weekly brown bag series
Groundwater Recharge m Scm•- ·
Arid Environments" Thursday at II sponsored by the UNM Women's
a.m. in Room 122ofNorthrop Hall. Center will begin Wednesday with a
discussion on women painters of
Central and South America. The
**
series will be held Wednesdays from
"Fiber Optics: Technology and noon to· I p.m. at the center.
Applications" is the title of a
videoconference that will be offered
***
from 8:30a.m. to 2:30p.m. Thursday at the UNM Center for ConThe newly-formed American Intinuing Education, 1634 University
Blvd. N.E. Registration materials dian chapter of the UNM Alumni
and additional information can be Association will host an open recepobtained by contacting Guellcrmo tion for all former Indian students
Wednesday night at Hodgin Hall
Grenier at 277-9060 or 277-3751.
from 7 to 9 p.m. Speakers will focus
on the need to recruit and retain Na* -* * *
tive American students at the UniThe rheumatology division of the versity.

* **

**

Tech Centers----continued from page 3
The Center for High Technology
Materials, through the UNM Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, coordinates research
in lasers, modern optics and microelectronics.
Among the special projects at the
center is a ''high power copper
vapor laser" which is used for experiments in materials processing,
underwater communications, photo·
chemistry research and surgery.
The center also conducts joint re-

search projects with Sandia National
Laboatories and Los Alamos
National Laboratories. A recent
$10,000 grant was awarded by Intel
for the center's plasma etching
program.
The committee heard presenta·
lions by Nicholas A. Matwiyoff,
director of CNID, and Kenneth
Jungling, professor in the electrical
and computer engineering department, who works with CHTM. The
centers were also toured by the committee, who viewed both the facilities and the labora,ories.

~useurn-----------------Spencer Lucas, said that very litated effort between Spencer and

continued from page 5

nings. In 1936, the museum was
moved from the geology depart·
men! to the second floor of the
administration building which is
now Scholes Hall. The museum
was re-located to Northrop Hall
in 1954 under Stewart Northrop's
chairmanship, where it underwent its greatest expansion until
the latest renovation.
The museum's current curator,

tic had been done to the museum
since 1954 and some of the exhibits were quite dated,
The museum is ''a symbol for
this department'' and is ''part of
the educational function of this
department,'' said Lucas.
"My first reaction is it's quite
educational,'' said Stewart
Northrop. "It's sort of astonishing."
The renovation was a coordin-

Elaine Fal!st-Stewart, the department's draftpcrson, (jl!ality control and detail person. Stewart
said she employed the expertise
ofseveral geology professors before designing each display. The
goal was to make the museum as
"educational for school kids as
possible," she said.
The museum's hours arc Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Admission is free.

If Elizabeth Barrett

*

and
'rowni~ had·
AT&T's 60%and 40%discounts,
Hwould have been a terrible
loss for Engr11h literature.

SCHAUM'S
OUTLINE SERIES
Today's .#1 choice in study aids-offering
BASIC THEORY plus hundreds of SOLVED PROBLEMS
How would you like a personal tutor... available 24 hours a day... for less
than $10? Til at's the kind of expert help Schaum's outlfnes put at your
fingertips. Confused about basic theory? Schaum's makes It simple. Eager
to test yourself before others test you? Schaum's has the problems and the
answers. You're really prepared with Schaum's-and your grades will show it.

Look for all the titles available in Schaum's Outline Series-including:
ACCOUNTING
French Grammar, 2nd Ed.
$6.95
Accounting I, 2nd Ed.
$8.95
French Vocabulary
$5.95
Accounting tt, 2nd Ed.
$8.95
German Grammar, 2nd Ed.
$6.95
Spanish Grammar, 2nd Ed.
$6.95
BUSINESS,
Spanish Vocabulary
$6.95
ECONOMICS
MATHEMATICS
Business Statistics
$9.95
Advanced Calculus
$9.95
Microeconomic Theory, 2nd Ed.
$8.95
Basic Mathematics wllh Applications $7.95
COMPUTERS
Beginning Calculus
$8.95
Computer Science
Calculus, 2nd Ed.
$9.95
$9.95
Computers and Programming
College Algebra
$8.95
$9.95
Essential Computer Mathematics
Elementary Algebra
$7.95
$9.95
Microprocessor Fundamentals
Review of Elementary Mathematics
$7.95
$8.95
Programming with Basic, 2nd Ed.
First Year College Mathematics
$9.95
$9.95
Programming with Fortran
Linear Algebra
$8.95
$9.95
Programming with Pascal
Mathematical Handbook of
$8.95
Programming with Structured COBOl $9.95
F01 mulas and Tables
$9.95
Modern Elementary Algebra
$7.95
ENGINEERING
Modern Introductory Differential
Electric Circuits, 2nd Ed.
$8.95
Equations
$8.95
Electro magnetics
$8.95
Plane Geometry
$6.95
Electronic Circuits
$8.95
Probability
$7.95
Engineering Mechanics, 3rd Ed.
$9.95
Probability & Statistics
$9.95
Fluid Mechanics & Hydraulics
$9.95
Statistics
$9.95
Strength of Materials, 2nd Ed.
$9.95
Trigonometry
$8.95
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY
Basic Circuit Analysis
Digital Principles

S8.95
$8.95

ENGLISH, FOREIGN
LANGUAGES
English Grammar
$6.95

SCIENCE
Applied Physics
College Chemistry, 6th Ed.
College Physics, 7th Ed.
Genetics, 2nd Ed.
Organic Chemistry
Physical Chemistry
Physics for Engineering and Science

$8.95
$8.95
$8.95
$8.95
$9.95
$9.95
$8.95

Look tor all the titles available In Schaum's Outline Series-on sale now at
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with AThT's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
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And of course, she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnets
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till Spm Sundays, or
from llpm to Sam, Sunday through Friday,
and you'll save 60% off AThT's Day Rate

Cash .. Check • MasterCard • Visa .
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SA'f. 8:30 ... 4:30
Mall & Phme Orders

Juno

Claude-Marie Senninger {left}, a professor of French at the
University of New Mexico, receives the award of Chevalier de
l'ordre National du Merite from Professor Fran~ois Mouton,
the French Consul General ofLos Angeles, Saturday at Hodgin
Hall. The National Order of Merit was established by General
Charles de Gaulle in 1963 to recognize the accomplishments
ofpersons in public, international or private functions. Profes·
sor Senninger is the honorary consul of France in Albuquer·
que and she is also director of the French Summer School in
New Mexico.

word.
© t.;>as AT&f Communic:atio~s

The right choice.
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New Director Named for Tamarind Institute
Marjorie Devon has been named
the new director of the University of
New Mexico's Tamarind Institute.
She was previously an associate
director of the Institute.
Devon replaces director and cofounder Clinton Adams, who retired
this year.
The change comes during the In·
stitute's 25th annivers<~ry year.
Tamarind is an internationally
known center for training lithographers and providing u facility for
professional lithographers.
Am,mg Devon's first Tamarind
duties is a retrospective exhibit
sponsored by the Art Museum Association of America which will tour
10 nn1s~ums in the U.S. and Cana-

Marjorie Devon

da. Also in the works is a three-year
European tour of recent lithographs,
sponsored by the National Endowment for the Arts and Mexico Nueve:
A Suire of Lilhowaphs.
MexicoNueve is an ongoing pro·
jcct sponsored by Tamarind and the
Latin American Institute which is
attempting to enhance artistic and
cultural tics between the U.S. and
Mexico.
Olga Costa, the fourth of nine
Mexican artists to participate in the
program, will present an illustrated
public lecture on Sept. 18 at 7:30
p.m. in room 2018 of the Fine Arts
Center.
The program involves nine out-

standing Mexican artists, chosen. by
a selection committee of North
American and Mexican experts,
who arc invited to work with Tl!marind printers to produce two lithographs each.
Those artists who have already
completed their work arc Alfredo
Castaneda, Gunther Gerzso and Roger Von Gunten. Luis Lopez Loza
will begin work on Oct. 13 and
Vicente Rojo in January 1986,
Three more invitations will be
issued next year. Upon completion
of the project, a catalogue of all 18
lithographs will be published.
For more information about the
Tamarind Institute, call 277-390 I.

Tina Turner
To Perform in
Albuquerque
Tina Turner will appear in concert in Albuquerque on Oct, 20 at
8 p.m. in Tingley Coliseum.
The show is being brought to
Albuqoerque by Ma Hubbard, a
Las Cruces promoter, and Rep.
Manuel Lujan's Endowment for
Excellence in Education,
All tickets arc reserved and
cost $15.75 or $25.75. Tickets
arc available at all Giant Ticket
outlets beginning today.

Rollins Appears for Non.-Poetry Reading

~:;::,_.,;,....,-.,-s...;,.ss~-s~~~

ABORTION AND PREGNANCY

TESTING CLINIC'S

WELL WOMEN CLINIC

EYE DOCTOR
SERVICE
"Open Saturdays" 265-3828
D. Mason, M.D.
F.J. Fellman, D. 0.
1\.E. English, D.O.

Clase to UNM

MAAKTWAIN
NEVER KNEW
PILOT PEN.
He wrote beautifully: without our Razor Point marker pen
and our "Detter Ballpoint Pen"•.•
but Imagine what he might hcive written with them.

Oniy98!

[PILOT]. .
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RAZOR POINT

rnatcerpen

Assistant Professor Gwen
Widmer's show includes four
.series of photographs titled Conjugation,r!Conjurations (type C
prints); Journeys (type C prints);
Perapetetic Relics (hand colored
gelatin silver prints); and Deflected Affinities: Diana on the
Run (hand colored gelatin silver
prints).

By A. L. Ryan
California photographer Lewis
Baltz spent 24 years photographing the construction of Park
City, Utah, a recreational suburb
near Salt Lake City, in an attempt
to document the chaos and desolation that he felt accompanied
"development."

Three ofthcfourserics include
text drawn from diverse and
sometimes obscure sources' including captions such as:

The photographs were published in I980 with commentary
by Gus Blaisdell, in a book aptly
titled Park City. It is a joint publication of Artspace Press, Albuquerque; and Leo Castelli
Graphics, New York.

"Nobody could explain this,
that's the way it was .tAll you had
to do was say it .lit would suddenly come alive./What people
wanted to happen could h~p
pen." Widmer, who has been
teaching m UNM since 1980, received her MFA from The School
of the Art Institute of Chicago in
1973 and her BA from Goshen
College, Indian<\, in 1967. Her
work has been exhibited in shows
throughout the country and she
has done work in video as well liS
in photography.

Detail from number 59 in a series of 100 photographs by Lewis Baltz.
arc dug into--and the interiors of
the houses. The overall feeling of
the sequence is one of constriction. The result of the experience
is a mind stalled between the outrage and horror before what it

AVIATION CAREERS

4304 LOMAS, NE

You may not be a Mark
lwaln but with a Pilot Razor
Point there's no telling what you
could do. The Razor
..
.
Point's durable plastic
point conveys every
wotd In a smooth, thin
unbroken flow. Express
your lndMduol peoonallty
with eve!)/ &roke.

Park City, an exhibit by Lewis
Baltz, will show through Oct,
20 in the North Gallery of the
University Art Museum.

In his text for the book, Gus
Blaisdell said:
"What struck Baltz about this
area was the absolute chaos of the
site and the surrounding area, a
hellish pandemonium of past and
present land uses ... the sequ·
ence divides itself between establishing the disruption of the area
surrounding the houses-their
yards; the earth their basements

• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

Lomas Dtvd. ot Washington

Park City and Recent Faculty Work at Art Museum

These sometimes disturbing
photographs, which cross the line
between social comment and art,
will be the subject of a talk by Bill
Peterson, editor of Artspace
magazine, at 2 p.m. Thursday,
Sept. 26, in the North Gallery of
the University Art Museum.

Annual Exams, Family Planning, PAP Smears,
VD Screening, Referrals.
CALL FOP. APPOINTMENT: 265·9511
107 Girard SE 871 06

Coli and
Compare
Our Prices

Baltz and Widmer Exhibits

You'llwontPilot's"lletterDolipolnt
Pen" os well. ItS tur.gsten carbide
boll, held securely Within a durable
stainless steel tip, insures
a non·sklp Ink delivery
and smooth Write-out.
Carboru?TMy're a breeze
because of Its unlquetx
, rlbbedgr1p,andtheresno
writer's cramp.
Only79!

(PILOt).

· THE BETTER .
BALLPOINT

available at

UNM Bookstore

Henry Rollins will be at the Living Batch Bookstore Wednesday night.
By David J. Clemmer

Henry Rollins stands poised on the razor's edge of art
and deliberately self-mocking anti-art. The young man
who recorded a song (with his band, Black Flag) called
"TV Party" that proclaims "We've got nothing better
to do/than watch TV and have a couple of brews .... ''
seems to have an awful lot to do, and say, these days.
While following a rigorous year-in, year•out schedule of incessant touring and recording, Rollins finds
time to collect his daily observations and meditations in
a journal. Using his own savings, Rollins has published
a selection of these writings in two volumes, Two Thirteen Sixty One and End to End. The material runs the
gamut from a hilarious piece called "Pro Tips From
Rollins," which provides a list of things for guys not to
do on their first date with a girl, to another like this:
"Her eyeslfler touch/Her voice/Takes my breath away/
She's nice enough to give it back/Thanks friend/!

needed that."
Whatever one thinks of flcnry Rollins (or Black Flag
orhardcore or anyone who docsn 't look/think/act like
you), the guy is offering up a close-up view of his
reality, a reality that may be totally incomprehensible,
awful or foreign to some, but a piece of reality nonetheless. Take it or leave it.
Those who are interested in hearing what Henry Rollins has to say will have an opportunity io share his
angst, humour and exhilaration when he reads at the
Living Batch Bookstore on Wednesday night at 8 p.m.
The mysterious Mud Poet and his diminutive muse, the
Genie, will prepare the surfacefor Henry's onslaught.
Tickets are $4 in advance,. $5 at the door, and arc
available from Bow Wow Records (103 Amherst SE)
and the Living Batch (106 Cornell SE). Be aware:
Rollins read here in January and a highly entertaining, if
not enlightening, evening was had by all. The Charles
Bukowski of the 80s returns.

.SIDES TO
IN THE ARMY.
And they're both repre~
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you 'te part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or tall toll free 1~800~ USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU aN BE.

sees."
The 100 photographs (gelatin
silver prints) arc on loan from the
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, which has them as a gift
and extended loan from Dr. Jack

"THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE DESERT"

The Navy has openings in the most exciting and challenging job in the world- NAVY PILOT. If you qualify,
we can guarantee training in jet, prop and helicopter
flight school. All types of majors will be considered for
this program. Starting salary is $22,500 up to $35,000 in
four years. Must have 20/20 vision. Call 1-800-3549627 for information.

JEWISH
HIGH
HOLIDAYS
- 5746

The
NEW MEXICO
DAILY LOBO
Now Accepts
Your
Visa or Mastercard
For Payment

Get The Facts Today!
Call 277-5656
(Mon-Fri 8 am-5 pm)
or drop by
13 1 Marron Hall. UNM

Moore.
Recent Work by Department of
Art Faculty: Gwetz Widmer, will
be on exhibit through Oct. 6 in
the Uppet Rear Gallery or the
University Art Museum.

She will give a talk on her
work on Thursday, Sept. 19 ~~ 2
p.m. in the Upper Rear Gallery of
ihe University Art Museum,
The University Art Museum is
open Tuesday through Friday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m.
and bn weekends I to. 5 p.m.
Admission to the museum and
gallery talks given there is free.
For further infonnation, call277·
4001.

Erev Rosh Hashana, September 15, 1985 . . . . . . 6:00-7:00 p.m.
Rosh Hashana, September 16, 1985 ..... 9:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Rosh Hashana, September 17, 1985 ..... 9:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Kol Nidrei, September 24, 1985 ......•.. 6:30 p.m.-9:00 p;m,
Yom Kippur, September 25, 1985 ....... . 9:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Yizkor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 12:00 Noon
Mincha Neila . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5:00 p.m.-7:30 p.m.

At the Alumni Memorial Chapel
(near Maxwell Museum and Scholes Hall)

·~~--~·

~~--~7

Students, Faculty and Staff are Welcome
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....__....-Sports
Picazo Guides

Footballers Edge NMSU

Lobos to Win

By Jay Raborn

Ily .Jay Rabon!
When the chips arc down and a
team is in the midst of a severe losing
skid, a player needs come to the
forefront to guide his squad to victory.
Such an athlete emerged for the
University or New Mexico soccer
team Saturday, directing his teammates to a 6-2 victory over visiting
Regis College.
Mario Picazo, VNM's midfielder
from Barcelona, Spain, sprang into
the motivating role for the L.obos as
he led the team to some key scores
early, en route to recording its first
victory of the season.
Marked by erratic play in its
opponents' end of the field, the
Lobos have been tentative and hasty
in previous games, compiling only
six points. during their three overtime contests.
But from the first kick against the
Rangers, Picazo engineered the
Lobo attack upon entering Regis·
half of the field, dribbling between
defenders and cxeculing the Lobos'
short passing game to perfection.
The senior's patience and ball control lent itself to teammates as the
1-obos displayed a greater accuracy
and ability to score. putting forth 27
shots.
"(thought Mario was running the
offense well in the early going,''
l.nhn Coach CrJig Robertson said.
"I thought we had tim game under
control at the time. We took better
advantage of nur opportunities
t111Jav."
l'r:~..,sing Rcgi~ from the opening
hrck. the I.nhn\ got on the
,mrebnard 19::!0 into the contc~t a~

Billy Rucker finally joined the
pass-happy Western Athletic Conference ranks Saturday night,
Rucker heralded his entrance into
the legions of fellow conference foes
by directing the University of New
Mexico football team to a 34-27
triumph over instrastate rival New
Mexico State in Las Cruces.
The junior quarterback threw for
358 yards and three scoring strikes
in VNM's first win of the season.
The victory snapped the nine-game
Lobo losing skid and avoided a tie
wilh Rice for the nation's longest
losing streak.

lI
.

Lobo John Renken and two Regis College opponents
look on as Chris Foegen dives for a scoring shot by
UNM's Bruce Boecke in the second half of Saturday's
soccer match. The Lobos went on to defeat the Rangers
Picazo dribbled past two defenders
and crossed the ball into the goal
area, where an awaiting David
Robertson blistered a shot into the
corner past the goalie. UNM made it
2-0 just a minute later when Picazo
doffed his assisting nature tor a scor·
ingjackct, heading one in off a Tom
Smith corner kick.
Playing poorly early in the season. the Lobo defense performed
solidly in clearing the ball from its
goal area for the first 25 minutes

In doing so, Rucker dispelled any
doubts about his passing effectiveness, completing I 5 of 26 passes
including touchdown passes of 74,
84. and 58 yards.

Katll'{ Gonzalez

6·2 at the UNM Soccer Field for their first victory of the
season. The Lobos are on the road next week, traveling
to Denver to play Denver University on Friday and Metro
State on Sunday.

before experiencing a relapse when
an undefended Randy Freeman tapped one in after Lobo goalie Dana
Rogge made a leaping save.
Lobo freshman sensation David
Watland, however, responded in
quick fashion, heading one in after
the Rangers' goalie was out of position after saving a Picazo shot. The
squads hit the sidelines for halftime
with the Lobos leading 3- I •
In the second half it was much of
the same as UNM overcame its

tendency to become lethargic once
ahead. The Lobos attacked aggressively, running up a 5-1 advantage
when John O'Connor tapped one
into an empty net. The shot was set
up by a fake by Rob Romero, who
drew the goalie out of the net before
assisting O'Connor.
Each team added a goal, with
Robertson picking up his second tally on a penalty kick. Overall, the
coach was pleased with his squad's
performance against the defending

Rocky Mountain League cham,
pions.
"We're still making some mistakes, but we controlled the ball better and got a Jot more scoring opportunities," Robertson said. "They're
still not moving'wcll off the ball, but
we've progressed since the start of
the senson. It's nice to win."
The victory raised UNM's record
to 1-2-1 and 1-I in conference play,
while Regis fell .to 2-2, I- L
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Billy .Rucker
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LEISURE SERVICES SCOREBOARD
Room 230, Johnson Gym • Phone 277-4347

UPCOMING
MANAGER/PARTICIPANT
EVENTS
MEETING
Tennis (SID) (MW)
Wed., Sept. 18, 1985
•Flag Football (MW)
Wed., Sept. 18, 1985
Miniature Golf (MW)
Wed., Sept. '18, 1985
Miniature Golf (CR) .
. Wed., Sept, 18, 1985
.*.T~nnls (S) (f'IS)Wed., Sept. 18, 1985
MW Is Men and Women, CR is Co-Ree
f'IS Is FacuityJStaff, • denot.es a Forfe.it Fee.
All M\V and CR Manager!Partlclpant meetings are
mandatory and at 4:15 p.m. In Room 154 of Johnson Gym.
FIS Manager/Partidpant meetings are mandatory and held at 12:00noon in Room 230 of Johnson
Gym,
.
FAMILY RECREATION PROGRAMMING
This se111lce Is designed to provide indoor open
recreationtimeandspaceforfamilyuse.AIIactivlty
areas are open Including th~ gym, pool, racquetball
courts and we1ght room.
Many special events such as films, art and crafts,
aerobic dance, etc., are also scheduled.
Come out to Johnson Gym and recreate as a family.
Registration fee Is $10.00 for the entire semeS!er,
the program will run every .Friday 7:00·9:00 p.m.
beginning September 6th.

.

I .•.
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RACEIFITNESS WAlKIIIIG CLINIC
Dix of the N.M. Race Walkers Organ italion
I Gene
and the Walkers and Striders Assn. will present a
I workshop
on October 5 from 10:00·11:30 a.m. Lei•
sure, fitness, brisk, and race walkers of all ages are
I Se111lces
welcome. Entry fee is $2.00. Sign up In the Leisure
office, Room 230, Johnson Gym. Interest
I in forming
a UNM Club will be discussed.
I
KAYAK CLI!IIIC
leisure
Services
Getaway Program will sponsor a
I kayak clinic designed
h
11
for beglnners,w ich WI pro·
I vide
basic techniques and hands•on experience to
the sport. n,e clinic consists of two sessions: the

I
I
I

I
I
I
L

first wlll be 6:30-9:00 pnt October 14, and the
second on October 16 either 6:30-7:45 pm or 7:45·
9:00pm. Eni,.Y fee is $11,1ate registration fee Is $12.
Call 277-4347 for further Information.

STEAK DINNER HORSEBACK RIDE
This outdoor activity features a one hour group ride
followed by. a steak dinner and campfire held at
bl
S t b · 20 · t 6•30
Town and Coun~ry S Ia . eon ep em er, a •' ,
p.m. Entry fee 1S $22.00: late reglstrahon fee 1S
$24 00
.

-----~~-----
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OPEN RECREATION HOURS
September 16·Septemb.er 22, 198S
Monday, Sept. 16
Johnson Gym: 4:00·9:15 pm
Auxiliary Gym: 4·5:15 pm
5:15-6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
.
6:15-9:15pm
Weight Room: 4:00·9:15 pm
Racquetball Courts: 4:00-9:00 pm
Swimming Pool: 5:30-9:00 pm
Tueeday, Sept. 17
Johnson Gym: 3:30-9:15 pm
Auxiliary Gym: 3:30-5:15 pm
5:15·6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
.
6:15·9:15 pm
Weight Room: 5:00-9:15 P111
Racquetball Cou~s: .3:30:9:15 pm
Swimming P;ol. ~30-9.~lm
J hWedneG• ~y4·oO.~~i 5 m
o nson ym. ·
· .P
Auxiliary Gym: 4:00-5:15 pm
5:15-6:15 Pill (Aerobic Dance)
6:15·9:15 pm
Weight Room: 4;~-9:15, pm
Racquet.ball Cou~s.•4·~:9.00 pm
Swimming Pool. 5.30 9.00 pm
Tbureday, Sept, 19
Johnson Gym: 3:30-9:15 pm
Auxiliary Gym: 3:30-5:15 pm
5:15-6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
6:15-9:15 pm
Weight Room: 5:00-9:15 pm
Racquetball Courts: 3:30-9: 15 pm
Swimming Poo.1: 5:30-9:00 p.m
Frldav, Sept. 20.
Johnso.n Gyrn: 4.:00..9.:15 pm
Auxiliary Gym: 4-5:15 pm
5:15-6:15 pm (Ae.robic D.ance)
6ll5-9:15
Weight Room: 4:00:9:15 pm
Racquetball c.ourt. s:. 4.:00-9:00 pm
1
00
Swimming Plio: 5:30·9: . pin
Saturday, Sept. 21
All recreation fadlliles open at 1_1:00 a.m. and
close at 5:00 p.m., with the excepllon of the pool
which closes at 4:45 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 2 2
All recreation facilities open at 1~:00 noon an~
dose at 5:00. p.m., with the e.xcephon of the poo
which closes at 4.45 p.m.
VALID UNM: ID R.EQUIREIJ to use ali Facilities
G· . F . , $ OO
..
. . uest ees. . 2. .
-'

FAMILY MEDICINE AND
MIDWIFERY ASSOCIATES P.C.
"Health Care for the
Whole Family"
Emphasizing:
• Personalized care
• Patient education
• Preventive care
• HOME VISITS AVAILABlE

Colin Kavanagh D.O., Sandra Kavanagh C.N.M.
881·9364
7127 Prospect Place NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110

I
I
I
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GREENBACKS

FORY<>U~'[TER
GRE~~wed
NewMeXlC
..
L ansstudent .<? . . ation,
For. more lnfottn
call 765-4016 .
. ..
. t National Bank

i\\.jnAlbuc:tue
The Fit'S rque

To take their ninth straight from
the Aggies, the Lobos pulled out
some late game heroics reminiscent
of Texas Tech last weekend. Trail- ·
ing 27-20, after State reeled off 17
unanswered points, the Lobos tied
the contest when Rucker hit Terrance Mathis with a quick slant pass
over the middle. The speedy freshman broke a tackle and went 58
yards for the touchdown,
Placekicker Bill Bell added the
point after and the contest was tied
with I :03 remaining in the third
quarter.

MembelfDIC

Kathy Gonzalez

After the teams exchanged pos- A pack of bicyclists sprint off the starting line and jostle for position in the senior women's
sessions, the Lobos began their final 30-kilometet race Saturday at Tiguex Park in the A. C. Ware-Sheraton Old Town Criterium.
drive, exploiting the exhausted Jane Marshall crossed the finish line first, followed by Paula Higgins. Both women are
Aggie defense in effectively using
their running game for the first time. members of the Rio Grande Racing Team based in Albuquerque. The race is sanctioned by the
The big play of the drive came on a United States Cycling Federation.
Rucker pass to Glenn Rogers out of
the backfield down to the Aggie 4- Aggies' hopes, booting a 63-yard
State's trio of junior college trans- lead late in the first quarter on a
yard line.
Weiler 37-yard field goal.
punt which careened out of bounds ferreceivc.rs plagued VNM, riddling
·After two plays netted two yards-, at the Aggie I, to preserve the vic- the Lobo seconclary with short 5But the Lobos dominated the
Rucker ran the triple option to tory and even VNM's record at 1-1. yard routes. Aggie quarterback Jim
second quarter as UNM tallied two
perfection, pitching to Willie Tutral NMSU fell to 0-2.
Miller's scrambling also took its
touchdowns in the period, both comwho bullied his way into the end
"We didn't play very good but a toll, as the Roswell native eluded the
ing on long passes. The first went to
zone. Joe Bibbo tacked on the point win is a win. I'm just tickled to death Lobo blitz and gained substantial
Mathis over the middle for74 yards,
after to put VNM up by seven.
for the kids," Dunn said. "I give our yardage, including a I 5-yard scorwith the second going to Rogers.
NMSU, however, wasn't finished kids credit for coming back the way ing sprint in the first quarter to put
who galloped 84 yards to put UNM
the Aggies up 7-0.
yet. Aided by two controversial per- they did."
up 20-10 at, half.
sonal foul calls against UNM, the
Dunn, however, flas work to do
Aggies marched down to the Lobo on UNM's young secondary which
Extra Points: The Lobos lead the
After a Lon Nunley fumble recov35. But that was as far as they adv- absorbed some severe punishment ery on the Aggies' 6, Turral strolled series 48-23-5 and have taken 13 of
anced as the Lobos staunched the from State's passing game. Largely in on the second play from scrim- the last 14 contests • . . In the
drive, forcing a 46-yard Andy Weil- untested against Tech, NMSU gave mage, taking Rucker's pitch and Lobos.' only casualty of the night,
er field goal which fell short.
the Lobo secondary an unfriendly going in unscathed. Bell tied the lineman Steve Beggs went out with a
Lobo punter Ron Keller ended the baptism.
score at 7-7, but the Aggies took the leg injury,

ZIA COMPUTERS

2505 Washington NE. 1 block south of Menaul

883-4602

+

WE SERVE THE
COMPUTING COMMUNITY
WITH
THESE PRODUCTS BY:
SANYO • VERBATIM • EPSON
KAYPRO • C.ITOH
•AND MORE

Watch for our future ads fm super specials or beat
the rush and come by to ask about these great
deals on equipment, supplies, and accessories.

-·
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"Billy Rucker did a superb job,"
said Lobo Coach Joe Lee Dunn in a
post-game interview. "Billy did a
great job scrambling and getting
away from the rush. r think you have
to give the offensive some credit for
the job they did."

ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES
YOU WON'T GET IN
PRIVATE INDUSTRY
If you're a sophomore, junior or seni.or an~ thinking
about a technical position after graduation, thrnk about
this. How many companies will pay you to finish your
studies? If you. qualify, the Navy wtll. You can earn
$1000 a month for up to 24 months while you complete
your degree. After graduatio~ ~eceive : .. one year of
graduate
level
tratnrng
1n
n~clear
engineering , .. $6,000 cash bonus ... a startmg sal•
ary of $27,800 and up to $41,000 in four years ... 30
days paid vacation .... summers to travel. all over !he
world on government a1rcraft .•. free med1ca.l bene~1ts.
If you're majorfrtg in engineering, the ~hys;cal sc1en·
ces or math find out if you qualify for thtS Navy scholarship. Na~y officers are more marketabl~ in priyate
industry after serving as a Nuclear Propulsion Offtcer.
call1-800•354-9627 for information.
Navy Officer Programs

Put The Campus
In A Mailbox
Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
Now Only
$15 A Year
For just $15.00 a year, you can have
the New Mexico Daily Lobo rnai!ed
anywhere in the United States.
Mailed everyday of the regular school
year and weekly during the summer
session. Send it to your relatives or
friends- it's easier than writing a letter about what's happening at UI'JM.
Or send it to yourself. That's convenience I You'll be sure to get the Daily
Lobo everyday.

Drop by 131 Marron Hall or mail your check to:
Daily Lobo, Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Send a Daily Lobo subscription to:
Name:•--~----------~--~~----------------~-------------------Address:;________________~~--------~----------------------City::-~~--~--~--~~------~-----

State:, _ _ _ Zip: ______

Signature:;~---------------~~-----------------~---------

Remember: Just $15 A Year
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Daily Lobo Classi(ied Ad~ertising

Next Day Service
In by 1:00 p.tn.
Out by 8:00 a.tn.
Get you D;Ji/y Lobo Classified ad to us hy I ;00 p.m. any school
day, Mondny through Frid;ty, and it will appcnr in the the next day's
issue of the D;•il~· Lobo.
Advertising Rates- 17¢. per word per day or I~¢ per word per
day for five or more consecutive dnys with no chnngcs. Campus

departments and chartered student nrganizatinns may usc l.as
Noticias fol' announcements. Las Noticias rate is I 0¢ per word.

Las N otlcias

For Sale

Services

ATfENTJON CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS, clubs
on~ teams. Run Q member of your group for
Home<omlns King or Quccn. Applications at
ASIJNM (SIJB) or the Alumni Association (Hodgln
Hall).
9/20
PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS: MEETING,
Wednesday, September 18th, In Honors Center.
Come pion semester's activities.
9/18
WOMEN
Pl.IBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
organization meeting Thurs<lay, Sept, !9, 6 .m .. SUB
2,3,
9119
TillS IS THE "YI>AR OJ' THE J,.QBO", Make .11
ypur year too by running for Home<omlng King or
Queen. Applications qt ASUNM (SIJB) or the
Alumni Association (Hodgin Hall). 277·5808 or277·
9/W

5,28,

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION - Fall Oct 1"ogether: September
22, 2-S p.m. Those lntercste<lln becoming a member,
·~!sting members, faculty. Food, fun, refreshmems,
and"l'ans"I12209TamaracTrail.
9/19
LAS CAMPANAS MEMBERS: You look mar•
velousl Next meeting Tuesday, Sept. 17,7 p.m., SIJD
250Dandll.
9/17
CIIRISTtAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION meets
today Room 253 SUB, 5-6 p.m. All welcome,
9/16
COI.I,EGE REPIJBUCANS MEI:."J'JNG Tues.,
Sept. 17 nt 6 p.m. In SUD 23Q.C. New members
welcome.
9/17
m:RPJ::S RESt:ARCI!, UNM Med School study
seeking volunteers for trial of Investigational drug for
recurrent genital herpes. Cnll841-4129.
9/26
f:N(;JNEF.RS, COMPUTER SCIENTISTS:
Deadline for resumes In 198H6 Resume Book. il
Setll. 201 Submit In Deans Office, FEC.
9/20
TEXT: REC!IARTEIUNG/CIIARTERING all
student organlzationsl DcQdllnc: Wednesday,
September IS, 5 p.m. nt Student Activities Center,
l\onJ11 106, NM Union. Call 277-4706 for more In·
fonnallon.
9/18
no YOU Nu;o more moneY/ Then look; for great
saving~ m the D~lly Lobo Fall Coupon Bonanw,
Monday, September 16.
9/16
IIAll.Y 1.0110 Nt:WS.l'IP holline.277·7527. 9130
(.'J.\HI t:Vt:NT7 MEI:.'TING? Las Notlcias Is the
place for you. Only 10 cents per word per issue for
UNM departments and ~:>uaniwtions.
tfn

ALTERATIONS AND TAILORING- CaiiSetond
9/27
Chance266-4266. 3112 CentraiSE,
CAMERA AND PHOTOGRAPHIC repair~ at
student affordable prices. Will pickup and deliver at
UNM, CalllhePhoto-works. 869·3410.
9117
PORTRAITS; PAINTED OR past~l. On approval.
June0reen262.03UJ..
9/19
HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS Beglnnere to
Advance. Jeanette 822·8473.
10/04
Ml.IRRA Y PHOTOGRAPHICS SPECJALiltNG Ill
35mm slides front artwork. sraphlcs, and .other .nat
refiectlve material, Call for informotlon aboUt other
services. Prices reasonable. 2'5·1384.
9130
NEED 100 OVERWEIQIIT people for herbal wellht
loss prosram. S84-94S6,
tfn
TUTORING - MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
sciences, Experienced Ph.D. Reasonable. 26'·7799.
trn
E\'EGLASSF.'l INTERNATIONAL, SKILLED In
fitting spectacles. Contact Lem. By Dr. R.E. English.
PAY LESS OPTICIANS, 5019 Menaul
NE. - across rrom La Belle's. 888-4778.
trn
STIJDY Gl.llTAR A'J: Marc's Guitar Center. Five
dedicated professional inSiructors, All styles, all
levels. Call us at 265·331,, 143 Har.'ard SE,
tfn
PERFO~ING ARTS. STlJDIO 2219 Lead Ave SE,
2Stl-1061. Ballet, Jazz, VoCQI ooachlng.
tfn
CONTACT POLISHING SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just westofWashln(llon.
tfn
ACCURATE INt'ORMATION ABOUT con•
unception, sterilization, abortion. Rlgl>t To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PREGNACY 'rESTING & counseling, Phone 247·
<J8t9.
tfn

Typing/Word Processing
WORD PROCESSING DONE ln. my home. CaLl
10/11
Carolat24M668.
PllOFF..SSIONAL TYPING. FAST, accurate and
rel!ablc. Reasonable rates, Clill Karen 2!144624, 9124
PROFF..SSIONAL TYPING. FAST, accurate and
reliable. Reasonable rates. Call Karen 294-4624. 9124
QUICK, ACCURATE T\'PING: research paper·
s/theses /dlssertatlons/chartslgrapbs In my horne.
THIWTHEROFFICE836-3400.
9/30
TYI'ING, PROOFREADING, EXCELLENT
spelling and grammar. Fast, accurate. Close to UNM.
255-3580,
9/20
TYPIS'J:TERM PAPERS,Resurnes 299·8970, 9/30
WORD PROCESSING SEJ{VICES. 884·1238.
tfn
WORIJ.PROCESSING. OVER 5 ~ears experience.
Highest qoaltty. dissertations, these!, papers.
familiar with APA and UNM Graduate School
Forrnats, 296-3731.
9/30
LI:.'Tl'ER QUALITY WORD ptocmlng. $1.30/pg,
242·5'127.
12116
EX:PERIENCEIJ TYPIST UNIVERSITY area. Style
cbolces. Reasonable. 23SWI604.
12116
A&L WORD PROCF..SSING and typing mvic:es.
228·1076. 406San Mateo NE.
lfn
PAP~:RWORKSlU.11t8.
lfn

Personals
IIEY t'ALK: WE flnolly got a positive ID on the
burgl~r. Why didn't you tell me you were in. town.
luvE.
9/16
SWEt:.T SUSIE FROM SAF Being so pretly lind wltlt
·my luck your probably taken, but if not could lin·
terest you In lunch? S·MA.
9/16
Ml<;:ll- l'l.L ALWAYS bq•out loverbenrl Love,
Brian.
·
9/16
Sm:ILA L· -I'M- STILL- dancing- How
about you? - Rich S.
9/16
TilE IIOT TIJB dub arc: Commander W., Road
Warrior, and Baby Face.
9116
"WE Hti:.'T FISII" -The Hot Tub Club. '9/i6
GIITOliTBUDDAIII The Hot TUB CLUB Is Here.
9116
S.J,J{, TilE KAPPA Sig Pledge: Thanks for lhe
9/16
lovc!yshoopwrapl B.J.U.
ZETA I'LEHO.:S ARt: the Orear est!.
9/16
Plcn'RF..Sl WATCII TilE birdie. Bring the film.
I'm ganlc. Click. Clltk. JH.
9116
SEND YOUR MESSAGE to a friend, someone
speCial or your family, Milke contactln the dasslfieds
today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before insertion. 131
Matron Hall.
t(n

Housing
ROOMMATE TO SHARE beautiful tWo-bedroom
apartment ln convenient NE. S21Sfmo Includes all
utilliles. $1S dd. Available lOllS negotiable.
Laundry, pool, jacuul, etc. Call Vicki 884·5333 Cit
29~37!15. Female. preferred.
9/UJ
•'EMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share nice 2
bedroom house with prof. female. (33 years). Orad
student preferred. 268·8765.
9117
IIALF RENT FREE. Need mature student to manage
16 unit complex. Close to UNM. Half tent orfl br
with utilities provided •. Caii842·MSO.
9/17
NE ONE BEDROOM house partiy furnished. $200
J11onth phis damage deposit and utilities. No pets, no
children. Caii266-430S.
9/16
ROOMMATE NEEDED. VERY clean apt. Close
UNMSIIiOplu~ 11 Util.268-0943:262.0269.
9116
FliRNISIJED .APARTMENtS. ONE block to
UNM. Delul<e one bedroom S32,, Includes utilities,
141 Columbia SE. 268.052$.
9/17
SISO·S115 ROOMS247·8418 tall days.
9/18
RENT ATTRACTIVE ROOM in Placitas house.
Seeking mature qUiet non·smoklng female/male•
Oreal views, 30 min. UNIII.$160/mo. plus utll., SIOO
sec. dep, 867-4788. Keep trying.
9/18
SHARE BEAUTU'UL 3 brm with PhD student.
Will her, fireplace, more. 5190 financially responsible
amiable onty. 277·0869: 292"5124. Keep trying, 9/17
LUXURY LIVING FOR mille students very nfce
house. One mile .north ilt lJNM. $205/month. Call
Kevln266-S34:l orieave mma9e.
. 9114
FEMINIST IIOIJSEMATE WANTED immediately.
Share 2\1 bedroom house ncar Old Town. 10 ntlnutes
trom University. Large ·yarcl, fireplace, wood floors,

Food/Fun
SAN PASQtlAVS KITCHEN. Acro!s (rom Maxwell
Muscum University and Ash NE. Homemade lun·
chcs. Exqlllslte l'astrles. Menu changes weekly. Free
delivery or birthday takes to IJNM. Full,seiVice
catering. 241·2SIS.
9/16
FOUR DRUCE SPRINGSTEEN tickets. Center
MUge. Sept. 23 in Denvet.!llake.Mrcr. 256-9.!4S.
9/UJ

SPRINGSTEEN IN L.A, last !howl Sept. 30. Trip
includes airfare, motel, cha(feur driv<n lntown
trail! port and liflcrlhow bash! More infol77-3602 or
263-2685.
9/16.
l m;NVER SPRINGSTEEN tickets. Monday,
September23. Make offer. 265·8102.
9/16
DLACK·FI.AGS' HENRY Rollins spoken word,
poetry, verbal assault. Wed., Sept. IS, 8:00. Living
llatch Bookstore tickets, S4/advance SS/door Iii
Living batch 106 Cornell SE and Bow Wow lte<ords
103 Amherst Se.
_ 9118
BALlOON FIF.STA RIDES Weekdays $SO;
weckertdl S70. 292·0654.
10/07
PAltT\'7 FOOD? CONCERT? This Is the place for
your cllmlfieds about RestauratltK, Parties, Food
Sales, Concem, etc, "l'ood/F'un" todayl. _ . tfn

I

11.1

ITwo slices of pizza and

of Cfntral
26~·4771

1

1

o
1-.-.·------'-'------I

lg. softdrink $2.25

CONTACT LENS
• Polishing Service

• Discount Prices

CASEY OPTICAL CO.

. . . . 1 4306 Lomas NE

265-8846

Employment
H.AL.F RF:NT FREE. Need maturestudenl to manage
16 unit compleuloseto UNM. Half rent offl br with
utilities provided. Cali84HSS(l.
9/17
PART"TilliE IIELP, Leading to full time typist. Call
JoAnn at Classic Hotel. 88HJOOO,
9129
LOADER, UNLOADER WANTED II p,m,-4 am
and from 3:30 am to 8 am. Pay $8. per hour. 277·
2624. Ask for Theresa Trahan,
9/16
CHALLENGING POSmONS fOR crca.tlve phone
personalities promoting New Mexico Repertory
Theatre's 1985,86 season. Part•lime, day/eve shifts
available, Guaranteed salary plus excellent com.
mission in fun work environment. Call Ms. Munson
124 p.m. or 7·9 p.m. 243·3626.
9127
ocCASIONAL BABYSITTER WANTED. Nights,
NearUNM. 242·7061,
9/16
AAA- PART·TIME · dispatcher for eveninas,
weekends, and holidays, Good knowledge of the city.
Work rotating shifls, Clerical backaround helpful.
Apply 2201 San Pedro NE Bldg
Monday·Frlday
between 9-5, EO EM/F.
9/16
WANTED; PAUING LOT securil~ and Vallet
personnel. Contact Michael Fine at Cheers 291·8282
or apply In person.
9/2JJ
SALES REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED for new
company, Part· time, full·tlme. Hlp commissions for
business accounts . Set your own hours, Call Robert
266-4299 anytime.
9/18
WANTED; PART·TIME housckeeper, J., days per
week: Sandia Helabts area. References required. 2942636.
9/18
CARINO CHILDCARE SUISTITlJTE referml b
takina applications for child care substitutes, FuiJ.
time and part· time. Call Culno (OJ' lnformallon. 8fl4.
0291.
9/16
'YOli'VE GOT A lot of classl and At McDonald's
you'll work on a schedule that's taBor made around
your classes. Reaular pay lncreues, half·priced
meals, free uniform. Apply at the M(Donald's
Restaurant on Central across from UNM. EOE 883·
8~80,
9/20
R.C. NEEDED TO work with adolescents with
eri.otl.onal and/or behavior problems within community based group borne settlns. Must be 21 and
able to live In 4 t(J S days per week, supervise and
guide teen In residence. Opportunity to gain ex·
perience In helping profession. Call. Carl between .2
and 4 p.m. at 842•8275.
9/16
MODELS FOR PHOTO artwork nudes 18 yrs plus.
Interviews. Call Photosraphic0riglnals.897·3509.
9/16
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS. $6,00/hr. If
interested call268·5376 evenings.
9/16
NEED MONE\'7 LOOKING for a few select women
to earn 100.200 per week for 15·20 hours of work.
Job Is. showing hlsh fashion qUalliy jewelry at fashion
shows In private homes. Pick your own hours. For
interview appointments caii34S-6810 or 822·8477.
9120
CRl.IISF.'llfiPS .HIRING DATA. Phone (707) 778•
1066 for dircctoyy and job Information.
9/23
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Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

• All Brands Solutions

sm.

7S HONDA CVCC New radials, struts, Interior.
$1300, 292-'7911; 293·1467.
9120
ot:A UTIFUL 1981 OLDS. Omega Broughan loaded
white with belgelnre,lor like new toke over payments.
Alex's Auto Salcs268·1921. Ask forA.J.
9/16
CI.ASSICMERCEDESZ!!O·S 1967. 256-0!m. 9120
'71 TOYOTA COROLLA station wagon, Body fair.
Interior good. Rebuilt engine runs grcotl $750.
Deanna24Z·7269.
9/16
'61 FAIRLANE RUNS good.$300; '13 Dug also runs
good.21\6.2307r294-6364;299-S994- Pete.
9/18
1971 PLYMOUTH VOLARE Stwgn. low mllcose,
A/C, pewer steering, wwer brakes, excellent condition. SISOO call David at247·~152 after 6 p.m•
9/20
1979 DATSl.IN JIOGX: 2 door, S speed, 60,000 miles.
Original owner. Very clean. $2295. Call 296-4813 or
299-4641.
9111
1964 PONTIAC V8 flllt dependable .made to last.
$600 ODO. 34+9847.
?/17
1979 DATSUN SIO. air cond, 66000 miles, excellent
(or only $2000. Call2774950 or 888,3121.
9116

·~
IrtJ

•

1979 MIC SPIIUT DJ. exccll~m condition. $1950,
29H4n.
~117
1m PONTIAC VENTURA,
Call 266·23Q7.
Rick.
9/27
l98Z CIIEVROL!';l'. v.u. Must sell, Au(o., p.s,,
p,b., a.c,, am/fm cassette., t-top (silver), .Excellent
condition, 884-'123,
lfn

Autos

!

OLD

I-~~\
HoS'td . II
··
(Jty·· ·· bik, S.

BRING THIS AD to theM! Honda Shop in the South·
west for SIOoff on the new Brieffe Helmet293·1860.
9/16
CARPET REMNATES FOR dorm rooms or cars
New Mexico carpets phone 345·9167,
9/W
GUITAR FOR SALE, CONN acoustic w/case $125.
Orand new condition, Call Robert 277·2586.
9/20
GUITAR CLASSIC GIBSON Melody Maker
Sunburst, Oood condition. Cue Included. S22S. 821·
2196.
9/W
mE GREATEST SELECTION of use<f camcns
available! Kurt's Camera 3417 Central NE.
9i!6
SALOMON SKI·IJOOTS, (Szll.9) almost new.
Orialnaliy $360 only S12JJ. 842-0982.
9/16
GAUIIER li[C.TELEMAU ski-boots. S& 41 new,
S9S. 842.()9112,
9116
FREE KITIENS TO aood home. 268-4328.
9/16
BUY SELL TllADE Good used tires wheels custom
stod; mountlns spin balanclns repairs. SPECIAL
DISCOUNT WITH UNM 10. World Wheels. 255·
6382:3601 Central NE.
9/17
GUITAR: 12-STRING Oulld. Brond new$1600. Will
sell for $900, Negotiable. Call CPT McCormack 298·
3431 or291-9342.
9/25
GOLD SIIAG CARPETING ll'x12.' $25. 888.()554.
9/18
GUITAR EFFECI'S; STEREO chorus, $8S; Phaser,
$30; Octavero 530; two small non-working synthesizers, $2JJ each, 26,-440!.
9/18
FtJTABA Fl'·4FN RADIO control outnt w/4 S26
survos like new. Still In book $140. OBO. Call
Bruce- ~5·,21; 884-5276 after s p.m.
9118
23" Pl.ICK lO.Speed. $200 like new. Picket drafting
table 42"x36" fold away S40. Floating straight edge
42" Jor drafting table $40. Call Mike- Phone work
296.Q907; phonehomc291·9467.
9/18
TOWNACOUNTRY Tf:E.Shlru $8,SO at both
locations - Skate Cilyl Morningside 255·4336,
Skate Cltyll Juan Tabo, 294·6699.
9111
T.V. B&W 19'' screen. $25. Call888·9402.
9/17
BICYCLES: CLEARANCE SALE on inertilll.
Regularly 5169. Now 5129 and 19, 21,25 inch only,
MostlY black, Puehs $199, J{,C. Hallett300 Yale SE.
268·'697.
9120
IBM St:LECTRIC TYPEWRITER excellen~ con·
dltion. F'irst $ISO, Call ~r leave message, Phil 8770117.
9/17
1981 SUZUKI GS4SOL low mileage. $850. 861·5993,
evenings.
9111
t981110NDA PASSPORT 600 miles 70cc like new.
$4$0, Phone: 344-30'3 after S;OO p.m.
9/17
SUPER SINGLE WATER bed. Excellent condition.
Sl2S. Call268·1706.
9/16
1984 YAMAHA VIRA Scooter. 180 cc, Very good
condition. Trendy upbeat. $750. Call268·'7898 (night)
or 277-7482 (day).
9/16

Covered

..,.,-agon

r-:~-.-.-~;;--,

CQI/dog, $17Ymonth, !1 utilities, lst defl9slt. 242·
8743; 277-2i21 or 271-BOIJ,
9/16
FOR SALE BY owner lovely 3 bedroom brick home
near UNM In Netherwood Park addition. Many
c~tras, Will sell at $129,000. 25S·926S.
9120
ROOM FOR RENT Immediately. $127 a month .vlus
116 utilities. Femd~ only, non'smoker preferred,
a~ross Olrard from IJNM. 268.·7160.
trn.
ALL UTILITIES rAID. Studio and one-bedroom
apartments. furrdslte~ or unfumished, Laundry
fadlitieo, barbeque areos, swimming pools, close to
UNM. LaReine Marqucrite Apar(mcnts,2U.S8SS,
tfn
'J'HE CITADEL: SUPEIIJl location ncorUNM and
downtown. Bus service eve!)' 30 minutes, I bedroom
or ef[icie!lcy, S3 10 to $395, All utilities paid, PciUlle
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
· room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. Open Sundays, 1520 University NE.
243·2444..
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
NEE, S2SO/rno,, for one person, $270/mo, for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 securitY deposit, Fully
furnished, security locks and laundry facilities. No
children 0r pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266·8392.
tfn
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One
salesperson.
Excellent pay
and an
opportunity
to gain
experience
in the
Albuquerque
advertising
morl~et.

Apply in
person at the
New Mexico
Daily Lobo,
Room 131
Marron Hall.
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Work-Study
WORK STUDY POSITION with Alb. Fire
Deparlment, Downtown office. Call242·1441. 9/17
2JJ IIOl.IR WORK·study position. Provide aCtivities
for llospitalitcd children in playroom setting,
E~perience working with children helpful. Call .843·
2671. Child Life Program, UNM l:lospltal,
9/18
CONFERENCE AIDE FOR Conllnuing Medical
Education. Must be work·studY qualified, Diverse,
exciting work. Call 277·3942 for more Information.
9/16

;Travel
DESPERATELY SEEliNG RIDE S,Fe- UNM
Tuesdays and Tbursday. lteliable, agreeable will pay
gas, share driving, Cal1471-0349. mornings, evenings,
Adrienne.
9/W
PURGATORY COLLEGE TOURS. 12/61 7,8, Bus,
lodslns,lift·tickets, $108.296-1584.
9120
MAZATLAN COLLEGE TOURS, ll/29·12/2, $130
flight package. $80. Train. 277-2336; 296-1584. 9/20
SPRINGSTEEN IN L,A, Last show! Sept. 30. Trip
includes airfare, motel, carrreur driven lntown
transport and aflcrshow bash I More Info 277·5602 or
26'·268,,
9/16
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

Lost&Found
KEYS .FOUND ON I st fioor Mitchell Hall. Found
9/12. Identify and claim Ill Marron Hall.
9/18
IF YOUR LOST keys aren't here, Chris OJlCnS locks
and fits keys. Chris's Indoor Store.• 119~ Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262·2107.
tfn
CLAIM \'OUR LOST pos$CSslons at Campus Pollee
tfn
8:00 a.mdo 4;00 p.m. dally.

MlsceOaneous
VINTAGE CLOTHING. CALL 235·7178; 1·5 p.m.,
M·F forapwlntment.
9/16
DEA.D OR AILING Imported cars wanted. Cash for
your Import, runnina or not. Call Scott 243·1366,
281·2380.
9!16
STit'LECUT 6.95, PERM 16.95; Hair force One.
1419 Centra1247·8224.
9118
MODEMS, TERMINAL.'!, WORD processors,
assorted computer perlp~erals another B)'te, the used
computer store. 1529 Eubank NE. 292·8211.
9/20
DO YOU NEED .more money? Then look for great
savings .In the Daily Lobo Fall Coupon Bonanlll.
Monday, Septemberl6,
9!16
STYLECUT $10 BOHYWAVE $28, First visit only,
Villa Hair Designs. 2214 CcntralSW. 255.3279. 9/16
SID
$360 WEEKLY ol UP Mailing circulars! No
bosses/quotnsl Sincerely Interested rush self-ad·
dressed envelope: Dept. AM-7CEO, PO .Do~ 830,
Woodstock, IL60098,
9/20
E\'EGLASSF.S. WfiOLES~LE. TO the public.
Quality genetic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices; Sport frames and sunslll!scs. Dunedain
tfn
Opticians. 255·2000. 118 Washington SE.
CLASSIFIEDS GIIT RESULTS! Place your ad
today, 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Cadence
6 - monster
10 Disorder
14 Unaided
15 Lopsided
16 Skating feat
17 Touches on
18 Fall heavily
19 Latvian city
20 Montreal
and Paris
subways
22 Says one's
piece
2.4 Ares' kin
26 Greets
27 Homesteader
31 Fool
32 Relatives
33 Sloshes
35 Pub fare
38 Closures
39Wood
40 Gambol
41 Tokyo, once
42 Weight unit
43 Cereal
44 Tittle
45 Opposed
47 Streaked
51 Missile

Irascible
PREVIOUS
Food man
PUZZLE SOLVED
Debacle
Russian
name
61 Vestment
62 Being: Lat.
63 Roman tyrant llilltlllllllt~~
64 Talked long
65 Do gardening '"'~+.!i:ri:':'
66 Expanded
67 Tilt

52
54
58
59

DOWN
1"Yes, -1"
2 German river
3 Track
hanger-on
4 Beseeches
5Spas
60penlng
7 Troubles
8 Nooses
9 Pacifier
10 Profit
11 Live
12 Music
passage
13 Spanks
21 Pose
23 ''Lackadayl''

25 Culvert
27 Auction
28-- pro quo
29 Take apart
30 Navigation
aid
34 Outmoded
35 Descended
36 Lounge
37 Observed
39 Pandering
40 Rustle:
42 Struggle

43 Reflects
44 Turned down
46 Bend down
41 Fastener
48 Pronoun
49 Kindle
50 Loon
53 Custody
55 Galilee town
56 N. Carolina
college
57 Slit
60 Present

